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Discussion Topics 

❏ Conflict versus Bullying
❏ School Considerations
❏ Strategies for Parents
❏ Q and A



Peer  Conflict or Bullying? 

It can be difficult as a parent to determine when to intervene with peer 
concerns for our children.  

Let’s take a look at the differences between peer conflict and bullying as a 
way to help us decide when to intervene





School Considerations: 

● What is the history between the students involved? Have there been past 
conflicts?

● Is there a power imbalance? Power imbalance is not limited to physical 
strength. If the targeted student feels like there is a power imbalance, there 
probably is.

● Has this happened before? Is the child worried it will happen again?
● Each bullying or alleged bullying situation will be handle differently, therefore it 

is important to ask these questions to find the best approach.
● Schools are committed to making students feel safe and seek support from 

adults if bullying is suspected. 
https://www.stopbullying.gov/prevention/on-the-spot



Strategies for Parents
It is important to let our kids follow their instincts on which friendships to pursue. When our 
kids learn how to seek out and maintain healthy friendships they will continue this practice 
into their adult life. 

When your child is in friendship ‘drama,’ it can be best to offer support but allow them to try 
to navigate it independently, while offering support, being ready to listen and trying not to 
take sides.  

The teen years are practice for adulthood. One of the most important skills we have are our 
‘people skills.’ In the same way that we need to allow our kids to swing and miss, strike out, 
and experience failure in sports, music or other activities; we need to allow them the same 
opportunities in relationships.  

https://www.verywellfamily.com/talking-to-teens-about-friendship-2610992



Strategies for Parents

Most tweens and teens are wired for peer approval and social connections. It can 
be hard for them to see the warning signs of an unhealthy friendship. You may find 
your child to be defensive and unwilling to hear any negative comments about 
friends.

When and how do I talk to my child about my concerns?

When is it time to intervene beyond talking?



Conversation Starters
● Talk in a relaxed environment (in the car, while you are cooking, folding laundry)
● “Tell me about ….(Susie, your lunch friends, what it’s like in the halls at school)”
● “I noticed that you seem upset when…(Susie texts you, after a sleepover, etc.)”
● What makes a good/bad friend?
● Use a friendship or relationship portrayed in a movie or tv show as a way to 

discuss what you value.
● Take opportunities to share about your own friendships now or from your school 

years.
● Sports commentator versus referee (“It sounds like you and your friend are having 

an argument. I wonder if there’s a way for both of you to get what you want…”)



Strategies for Parents: How do I teach my 
child to resolve a conflict? 

Resolving conflict

● Identify the problem (What do I want? What does the other person want?)
● Identify solutions (What will meet my needs? What will meet the other 

person’s needs? What is the most respectful solution? What is the safest 
solution?)

● Identify what is within your control and what is outside your control



Strategies for Parents: How can I teach my 
child to advocate for him or herself? 

Advocating for Self

● Identify feelings
● Communicate needs, not just desires
● Practice makes perfect

○ Identify adults you can talk to
○ Identify language to use and practice saying it
○ Role play



Strategies for Parents: How do I help my child 
respond to online conflict or bullying? 

 

● Talk to a trusted adult
● For isolated events, trying ignoring it or laugh it off
● Set boundaries
● Keep records
● Report it to content providers/online platform
● Block accounts or phone numbers
● Don’t pass along hurtful or embarrassing messages/photos of others
● Don’t respond or retaliate



Q and A



Question #1: 

How do I support my middle school child when their friend group does not 
include him/her in an activity (party, hanging out at someone’s house, etc.) 
outside of school? How do I help my child when he/she sees it posted on 
social media? 



Question #2: 

How do I help my child create a diverse friend group so he/she does not 
get stuck in the “best friend” mentality? 



Question #3: 

My child is often quiet at school and has difficulty making friends. As a 
result, he/she feels anxiety about going to school. As a parent, how can I 
help? What resources do the schools offer to assist with helping students 
build friendships? 



Question #4: 

How do I support my child with peer relationships without “taking over”? 
How do I know if I need to take a step back? 



Discussion

What has been successful for you and your child in navigating conflict?

What are some ways you start conversations with your child about their peer 
relationships?

Any additional questions you would like to ask.




